
COMMISSIONED TALK BY ILSE VAN RIJN

This will be an informal talk in four, or actually three parts, them being not unrelated to each other, 
bleeding into each other. 1) I will talk about the current exhibition, which is about to end: the trial 
and its implications; 2) A second part concentrates on artists’ books; 3) then Seth Siegelaub, a 
pivotal figure in Alex’s practice, will be discussed; 4) And I will close this early evening talk with some 
reflections on the library as a system. For each part, you are requested to move, with me, to another 
part of the library. Or to mentally shift from one location to the next, if the crowd’s too big. You’ll come 
to understand the reason for these displacements later on, I hope.

1) We will start with an anecdote. I first came across The Kippenberger Challenge at De Appel here in 
Amsterdam. Attracted to grey boxes on top of bookcases, I was especially drawn to one copy of a book 
that from a distance seemed to be made of foam, and which was too bulky to be put in the container. It 
instigated reflections on the relationships between artists’ books and the art catalogue about which I 
was invited to write. So I started my essay with these thoughts – you can read them in the article, they 
will also seep into this talk. At the moment of editing the text Alex’s name was written out of my essay. 
So I returned my corrections to editorial board, reinserting his name. Upon which the editor returned it 
again, adding a remark that the author didn’t want his name to be mentioned, which, he parenthetically 
commented, he didn’t quite understand and found a bit odd. I left it at that, rewriting the passage in a 
passive voice. But the question why Alex didn’t want his name spelled out continued to preoccupy me. 
So a few weeks ago when Alex and I met I asked him about it. He explained that the project was initiated 
together with Jacqueline Bebb, for one thing. And in the end, so many authors’ became involved. For 
the exhibition at De Appel he had made the collective The Kippenberger Challenge, invite the artist 
Alex Farrar to do a show downstairs. What this gesture made interesting for me were the questions of 
authorship it implied. Who or what were actually inviting? The Challenge, its participants? The books?

Linguistically, you can have only a limited choice of modes in which agency is expressed. He (in 
this case) is actively engaged (Alex organised the show) or he is passively involved: invited to do an 
exhibition that is. You cannot question, desire or be in doubt in relation to an exhibit, since then you’re 
linguistically in a twilight zone that doesn’t have a counterpart in real life. Witness the editor’s remark: 
Alex is either in it or not. In visual art, alternative forms of agency do not realistically occur.
Questions like these concerning authorship make The Kippenberger Challenge as a project intriguing 
(I will turn to Dog Ears later on). What they reveal is that the try cuts across institutional structures 
and categories, commanding the onlooker to reconsider her point of view. They demonstrate 
simultaneously how tightly language is interwoven with institutional structures still steeped in visuality. 
Since linguistically the project proposes that you try. How do you expose a try, or a bet for that matter? 
How do you exhibit this mode?

You calculated that Martin Kippenberger produced an average of 7.45 books a year. Artists were 
invited to try and meet this incredibly high level. No pre-selections were made. Kippenberger’s tongue-
in-cheek productive speed countered a then reigning conviction that you had to produce as an artist in 
order to exist. This response seems to be turned inside out in The Kippenberger Challenge: everybody 
can participate. Your status as a genius artist isn’t valorized beforehand. (Of course you become one if 
you succeed.) It doesn’t need to be maintained.

Once you commit yourself to the project, you’re confronted with the unbelievable high production of 
7.45 books a year. You have to face questions regarding book production, the decisions that have 
to be taken in the process of producing a book, and the consequences of your choices. You become 
conscious of the ways those decisions as to the book’s production influence and transform what were 



initially “your” ideas. Producing a book isn’t such a solitary affair after all, much like the Challenge isn’t 
a soliloquy. Or in the words of Clive Philippot, director of the library at MoMA, New York, from 1977-
1994: “Few so-called artists’ books are the result of a single person’s labour, even though one person 
may be responsible for the idea. Not many artists are involved in the entire process of book making; 
photographers, typesetters, printers, binders, and others frequently play a part in the production of a 
book.” 

Whereas Philippot mainly reflected on artists’ books as they appeared in the 1970s and 1980s, Dog 
Ears, the last publication of The Kippenberger Challenge in the Rijksakademie Library, takes a step 
beyond those conceptualist works. In Dog Ears the multiplicity of the book is explicated, produced, 
made concrete. 

2) Dog Ears, then, is an artists’ book. Now the term artists’ book, Philippot underlined in an Artforum 
article from 1982, seems to be “applied more and more confusingly to anything in an art context that 
resembles a book.” Philippot then comes up with the definition of the artists’ book as ”those books 
made or conceived by artists.” In his repeated term ‘conceived’ you can hear the conceptualist attitude 
of the time transpire: an artists’ book, like a work of art, can be made, but also only conceived by 
the artists. Witness Lawrence Weiner’s famous statement of 1969: 1. The artist may construct the 
work; 2. The work may be fabricated; 3. The work need not be built (each being equal and consistent 
with the intent of the artist the decision as to condition rests with the receiver upon the occasion of 
receivership). 

However, as of artists’ books, the third sequence of Weiner’s statement, the work need not be built, 
does not hold. As I mentioned in the before, I’ve been concentrating on artists’ writings in my research, 
texts written and produced by visual artists. But what goes for them pretty much goes for artists’ books 
as well I think. Dog Ears, and many more contemporary artists’ books, place emphasis not so much 
on the conception of the book, but on its production. And this production is a process, complicated in 
itself.

In Dog Ears this complex production process becomes clear in the way the book is treated: it 
appropriates parts of other books, reproducing them. By that act of reproduction a new context is 
created for the selected passage, thus rewriting the so-called source. The complexity of this textual 
strategy as a process is demonstrated through the different levels the single act of appropriation 
implies. Various modes are inherent in the gesture. Appropriation is circling and underlining, it is 
leaving out and marking by the arrow the dogear visually becomes. These are different forms of 
stressing a point and materializing what your point actually is. A lot is left open however: creating a gap 
between passage circles and stripes, the gesture becomes a performative one, reflecting on itself. 
As a reader, the differentiations in appropriation and marking make you aware of these very modes. 
They are accents, perhaps much like zooming in and out with your camera, creating frames. They 
are concretizations allowing you as a reader to approach the books in different ways, to read it from 
multiple angles. They make you aware of act of reading. They activate you.

Now my question would be how you exhibit an artists’ book like Dog Ears. How do you make these 
various levels of reading and production felt? Treating them as an object, you do not experience its 
agency, or the agency you have over it. Narrative is involved in Dog Ears, be it in a fragmentary fashion. 
Reading these narrative strands takes time, often surpassing the regular opening times of a museum, 
or even of a library for that matter. How do you communicate the intimacy of a book, furthermore? 



I think we still didn’t come up with a satisfying answer. Seth Siegelaub’s efforts in the 1960s 
notwithstanding. For Seth Siegelaub the book had to be understood as a museum without walls. Let’s 
see how he expanded on this view.

3) The last time Alex and I met in person was at the Seth Siegelaub exhibition, last year at the Stedelijk 
in Amsterdam. Seth would have been ambiguous about his work being the subject of a show. On the 
question asked by Hans Ulrich Obrist in 2000 “How do you relate to the museum as a structure?” Seth 
replied: “The way I have been involved with structures is by trying to avoid them, cutting across them, 
or at least by trying to avoid static structures, or trying to create flexible structures that correspond 
to real needs.” His was inspired by a guerilla activity, in terms of the mobility of changing situations, 
the possibility of freedom from a fixed location. The book as a means allowed for this freedom and 
flexibility. The book enabled an escape from institutional structures. Its construction and mode of 
distribution opened up and decentralized an art world pivoting around centres like London, New York. 
And Amsterdam as well, which was an axis at the time. Siegelaub settled here in Amsterdam, next to 
artists from all over the world. 

The book’s multiple copies not only embodied the network of relations immanent in the book’s 
production. It also reflected an art world turning global. The multiplicity of and in the book resisted a 
still prevalent institutional cry for unicity furthermore. With Seth, the book, printed matter, they became 
primary information, instead of secondary information that re-produced more traditional art. Or as 
Seth phrased it: ”You don’t need a gallery to show ideas.” He was referring to conceptual artists of 
the time. For them, the book, language, they were both matter and not, allowing them to communicate 
their ideas through a so-called transparent vessel, at the same time capable of translating concepts 
in more concrete ways. Thus the page could be conceived of as a space to be filled in a more literal 
or metaphorical manner. Language could be looked at and/or it could be read, as Robert Smithson 
articulated it in his press release of 1967.

Still, for conceptualists language remained a means to oppose the primacy of the object, and a market 
driven economy. Language was neutral, not subservient to aesthetical gerry-mandering, like the other 
arts, according to Joseph Kosuth (“Footnote to poetry,” 1969). 

Through the articulations of its modes current artists’ books like Dog Ears show a consciousness of 
the conceptualist legacy, but they also go well beyond it. In the employment of circling and underlining, 
a personal use and handwriting transpires, thus being all but neutral. The selection of pages and 
passages bespeaks personal preferences as well. Making these personal wanderings explicit, 
producing them, the human and the machine shake hands. A book is neither purely personal nor a 
neutral given. It is an assemblage, an amalgamation structured by dependencies, be they cultural, 
technical, historical, economic. A book exists in an equilibrium. Not all concretisms are equal. The 
artists’ book doesn’t exist in a void.
 
Not all concretisms are equal, interpreted and used in the same way. Neutrality doesn’t exist in today’s 
world. I’ll make a little detour to illustrate how these dependencies work. The point might best be 
illustrated by the empty square inserted in the first pages of the Seth Siegelaub catalogue published at 
the occasion of the aforementioned show. The empty square was inspired by one of Seth Siegelaub’s 
letterheads, and a suggestion of designer Irma Boom. However, the outlines fence off a space, they 
thus mine the space of the page of and in itself as Siegelaub wanted it to be used. 



That these delineations have consequences other than Siegelaub proposed can be seen when we 
juxtapose it to that other work using an empty square, Georges Perec in his classic of 1974 Espèces 
d’espaces/Species of Spaces. Perec, poet and mathematician, member of the Oulipo group, Ouvroir 
de littérature potentielle/the laboratory of potential literature, Perec borrowed it from Lewis Carrol 
1876 poem in book form, The Hunting of the Snark. Whereas for Carrol the empty square was an empty 
map without meridians and poles exemplifying the empty sea on which the captain and his crew chased 
after an imaginary monster, Perec inserted it to place emphasis on his point that space is always 
marked by the use you make of it. Meridians and poles, tropics and zones, they are mere conventional 
signs! Carroll’s crew exclaimed.   

“Other maps are such shapes, with their islands and capes! 
But we’ve got our brave captain to thank’
(so the crew would protest) ‘that he’s brought us the best-
A perfect and absolute blank!”

And this is Perec: Open space, enclosed space, outer space, space suit, space age, living space, 
projective space, space capsule, lack of space. Euclidian space etc The delineation of a space, the way 
in which it is activated defines the extent to which it is empty. Imagination is one form of delineation. Of 
concretization, and filling up a void. Empty space, neutral space, the void, they do not exist.

4) I’ve always been attracted to the abundance of the library. It awakens a certain greediness, a 
hunger for more, a quest for alternatives. Entering a library I always experience a relief, the relief of the 
encounter. The relief of time slowing down. Time as well as space, they appear ceaseless, without end, 
like in a Borgesian tale in which “any listing of an endless series is doomed to be infinitesimal” (The 
Aleph). Experiencing the stories unfold itself in a library, I am also frustrated by the short life span of 
those tales. There’s always that moment you’ll have to face real life, real time again, whatever that may 
be. Having read them, you carry them with you. The only way to further deal with this abundance, the 
omnipresent slowness and joy of life, is to invent your own route, and by that relating to those multiple 
stories. You resolve to juxtapose the histories, drawing conclusions and tracing your own paths. 

In her essay in Dog Ears Mariëtta Dirker, the Rijks librarian, not only explained how a library’s system 
came into being in the first place. She also referred to Aby Warburg, Andre Malraux, intellectuals 
generating their own systems within a system. The problem with systems is that a certain autopoietic 
gesture is immanent in them. They depend only on themselves in order to exist. They generate 
themselves as it were. 

An artists’ book like Dog Ears, making ample use of the library, it writes with a world that is larger than 
itself. The publication relies on sources and structures other than itself. Composed of drafts, it seems 
to adopt a conversationalist mode: “Look what I’ve here!” “What do you think?” Dog Ears uses a 
rhetorical devise. 

In literature you have the trope of the manuscript found by chance, the finder editing it and publishing 
it. Edgar Allan Poe’s only novel, The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket (1837) is such 
an example; it was inserted in Pierre Huyghe’s show in Pompidou in 2014. German poet Jean Paul 
(1763-1825) wrote Leben des Quintus Fixlein: aus funfzehn Zettelkästen gezogen./Life of Quintus 
Fixlein. In 15 Drawers with Notes. (1796). The Zettelkasten (drawer with notes) is the incorporation 
of phantasms and a reader’s fruits. It contains jottings and lists, thoughts and insights, assembling 



them, assorting them, finding a new order for them. The Zettelkasten, like the visually oriented Atlas 
invented by Warburg, or Malraux’s also visually oriented musée imaginaire, the Zettelkasten thinks and 
writes at the same time. As a ‘studio reader,’ Dog Ears seems indebted to a thinking writing. It activates 
the library as a space renewing its system inserting its hand. Showing the library’s and artists’ book’s 
endless routes.  

Ilse van Rijn is an art historian and art writer working on the crossroads of literature and visual art. Her 
research concentrates on artists’ texts, texts written and produced by visual artists, which was the 
subject of her PhD as well (The Artists’ Text as Work of Art, 2017. University of Amsterdam / Gerrit 
Rietveld Academy / Jan van Eyck Academy). She has composed essays on the subject (Metropolis M 
a.o.), given papers and lectures on it (ARRG / ASCA, 2018; IAWIS 2017), and organised workshops 
testing her ideas (Utrecht University of the Arts; Manama, Antwerp; Word & Image Research Group). 
Her current research (supported by Sanderg Institute and University of Amsterdam) investigates 
artists’ writing’s textual affinities with feminist critique. She is a regular contributor to panels, 
committees and boards, among which, most recently, the jury of the AICA Award 2018. The last years, 
she has been responsible for the theory programme of Rietveld’s department of image & language. 
She teaches at the UvA and initiated and co-directs the Approaching Language master programme at 
Sandberg Institute (2019-2021). A rewrite of her PhD thesis is in the making (with Brill publishers); 
in her newest book project she sheds a feminist light on contemporary artists’ texts (with Valiz 
publishers).

This talk was first published in September 2016 at the book launch of Dog Ears by Alex Farrar/ Finnis-
sage of The Kippenberger Challenge at the Library and Archive of the Rijksakademie van Beeldende 
Kunsten, Amsterdam, 1 September – 30 September 2016.
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